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Abstract: In this research, we developed a plugin for our automated digital foren-
sics framework to extract and preserve the evidence from the Android and the
IOS-based mobile phone application, Instagram. This plugin extracts personal
details from Instagram users, e.g., name, user name, mobile number, ID, direct
text or audio, video, and picture messages exchanged between different Instagram
users. While developing the plugin, we identified resources available in both
Android and IOS-based devices holding key forensics artifacts. We highlighted
the poor privacy scheme employed by Instagram. This work, has shown how
the sensitive data posted in the Instagram mobile application can easily be recon-
structed, and how the traces, as well as the URL links of visual messages, can be
used to access the privacy of any Instagram user without any critical credential
verification. We also employed the anti-forensics method on the Instagram
Android’s application and were able to restore the application from the altered
or corrupted database file, which any criminal mind can use to set up or trap
someone else. The outcome of this research is a plugin for our digital forensics
ready framework software which could be used by law enforcement and regula-
tory agencies to reconstruct the digital evidence available in the Instagram mobile
application directories on both Android and IOS-based mobile phones.

Keywords: Digital forensics; Instagram; mobile application forensics; anti-
forensics; forensics framework plugin

1 Introduction

Since the introduction of Facebook, online social networks have evolved (over the last decade) and a
countless number of applications, that provide different features, have surfaced on the Internet [1]. These
applications vary from generic social network services, to image-sharing, and video sharing, social
networking services. Their primary purpose is help people from different continents to stay connected
with one another.
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Among the most popular social networking sites is Instagram, (primarily used via its mobile application)
[2] which has over a billion registered users [3]. It is a social networking application that lets users capture
and share photos and videos within their social circles. Users of Instagram, register themselves with a unique
user ID and password. They also have the option of connecting their Instagram accounts with their Facebook
accounts, which help users share their photos and videos with their audience (social circles) more effectively.
Similar to Facebook’s functionality, every Instagram user has their own personal newsfeed, which functions
as a personal notice board, displaying content shared by individuals or pages that the user has subscribed to
(“follows”). This visual sharing platform has become more popular nowadays because Instagram provides
users with additional features including video editing and photo editing tools (enabling users to add
filters, animals, and shapes, to their photos and videos). The “story” feature of Instagram allows users to
attract more audience, which consequently helps them increase interaction on their regular posts. This
results in users accumulating more highly desired “likes” on their posts. The “story” functions as a
secondary newsfeed, situated atop the main personal newsfeed of every Instagram user. Through such
activities, the platforms helps people from across the globe, to connect and form new relationships, in a
very interactive manner. However, unbeknownst to its users, applications such as Instagram provide
personal information of its users to other users, which can be potentially dangerous. In today’s
technologically advanced era, people are using platforms such as Instagram to find their future spouses
online. Couples connect with each other freely on Instagram, without comprehending the potential danger
they are exposed to. Cases of online theft, copyright infringement, extortion, kidnapping [4] and even
rape, have been reported, which occurred because the victim had trusted a friend from their social
network friend list, and shared personal information online.

In recent times, more and more cases are being reported to investigation agencies, which involve
criminal activity caused by the misuse of social media platforms. These investigation agencies employ
various digital forensics tools to extract key evidence from the mobile devices of culprits, to help get
them convicted in the court of law. The problem here is that there are so many different devices and
applications generating such large amounts of data, that its difficult for digital forensics experts keep
themselves updated on latest digital forensics tools [5]. Keeping in mind the significance of social
networking applications and digital forensics, national governments are now updating their standards and
training their staff to detect drug-related crimes and stop drug trafficking operations [6].

“So many applications and so many technologies are being created and continuously updated, that
forensic investigators cannot keep up” [7].

“Our Digital Forensics research group here at Shanghai Forensic Research Center keeps adding
automated forensics plugins for every new app that is popular among the masses so that our law
enforcement officers can extract evidence from all the apps available on mobile phones whether it’s an
Android phone or an IOS phone.”

In this paper, we have studied the forensic artifacts of the Instagram application on both Android and
IOS phones. We implemented code to automatically extract these forensics artifacts using our forensic
framework environment, which is capable of extracting evidence from more than seventy different
Android and IOS applications. At the end of this paper, we have discussed an anti-forensics experiment
conducted on the Android Instagram application, to gauge its effectiveness. We have also presented a few
privacy issues that we found in both versions of the Instagram application (Android and IOS).

2 Related Work

Forensics analysis of the Instagram mobile application is not a very popular topic. Several researchers
have done the forensics analysis of Instagram, but none of them have helped digital forensics investigators to
reconstruct the data from forensic artifacts available in mobile devices. Instagram has always been a
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successful and popular application. Within only two months of its inception, it had 2 million users registered
worldwide. The popularity of the Instagram application coupled with the abundant forensics artifacts it leaves
behind is why forensics experts find the application so interesting. Consequently, standalone applications like
Instagram that run on mobile phones can provide add-on forensic information to help identify criminal
suspects. A suspect’s geolocation near a crime scene and their digital signature available on their installed
Instagram application, can help resolve many cases. Such applications nowadays also provide a very
convenient one-tap login facility, which allows you to set your mobile phone as your default device.

Reema Al Mushcab et al. performed forensics analysis of the iPhone 5s Instagram application [8]. Their
focus was primarily on “write-blockers” rather than the forensics artifacts of the Instagram application. A
problem that we identified in this research is that they could not locate the direct messages database in
the Instagram directory “com.instagram.android” of the IOS application, where the main evidence usually
resides. This is the main focus of our research. We want to extract evidence (messages exchanged
between the victim and the accused directly using this application) of a criminal nature, which will prove
the involvement of suspects in kidnapping, murdering, bombing, raping, or financial corruption cases.

In 2015, Ming [9] employed evidence-gathering techniques on Instagram using the Windows
10 Operating System. The focus of Ming Sang Chang’s research matches our own research objectives
which is to capture extensive evidence from social networking services that can be used to help deter
people from committing crimes such as spreading slander, cyberstalking, cyberbullying, hacking,
copyright infringement, rape, murder, and financial corruption. Chang’s research involved capturing
evidence from Internet Explorer and Google Chrome, using the SQLite database and WinHex to find data
remnants of user’s account IDs and passwords. The researchers created a scenario in which, after
performing a criminal activity, the user tried to remove the digital evidence using Eraser Portable
v5.8.8.1 and CCleaner V5.19.5633. The researchers subsequently performed digital forensics analysis of
the user’s hard drive to uncover any evidence. Unlike Mr. Chang’s research, our own research focuses
mainly on forensics analysis of the Android and IOS mobile applications.

Wong et al. (security researcher at Valkyrie-X Security Research Group) [10] conducted a detailed
digital forensics study of Facebook’s web application and mobile application. This research was
conducted on the iPhone 3GS IOS version 4.3 which is why it’s very old and outdated. The research is
also limited only to IOS forensics, neglecting the large majority of Android device users.

Yusoff et al. [11], conducted a forensic investigation of social media and instant messaging services on
Firefox OS, including Instagram, in 2017. This research involved using Forensics Toolkit (FTK) version
3.1.2 and HxD Hex Editor 1.7.7.0 to capture and analyze memory images on a phone called Peak
(Geeksphone, 2013) running Mozilla FxOS. The limitation in this research is that volatile memory cannot
hold data for long periods and forensic artifacts can only be found on the phone while Mozilla FxOS is
running. If forensics analysis is performed after the phone has restarted, all the digital forensics evidence
will have evaporated out of the phone’s volatile memory. More importantly, every social networking
service has now launched their own customized application, and registered users prefer accessing this
application, rather than browsing the social media site it is affiliated with, on the mobile browser. The
main reason for this is that users no longer need to re-login every time to use their desired social
networking site, instead they can use the application’s one-tap login feature. The mobile applications
enable this feature by saving the registered user’s account credentials on the mobile device. Mobile apps
such as Instagram have their directory structures saved onto the users mobile device’s physical storage.
Such mobile applications store crucial information on persistent storage of the device aswell. In this
research (of ours) we will show that the complete SQL lite database file can be found in different
directories in both Android and IOS devices.
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In 2015, Daniel Walnysky et al. [12], published their research on direct messaging mobile applications
and established how evidentiary traces allow reconstruction of data, and permit reconstruction of activities
performed by users and applications. Their work mainly focuses on only Android applications. In their
research, they have also suggested that the automated reconstruction of data is also possible, mentioning
it as the basis of their future work. This automated reconstruction of data is the main outcome of our own
research. In our research’s analysis and results section we will discuss how our framework reconstructs
the forensic remnants available inside the mobile phone and the concerned application directories for both
Android and Apple devices. Walnysky et al. [12], also performed similar work on Facebook forensics
analysis [13,14]. Our own research group has also conducted similar extensive research on Mobile
application’s digital forensics. Until now, our group has performed digital forensics analysis on more than
seventy popular mobile applications used by the masses in China and elsewhere. The fruits of our labor
will enable law enforcement personnel to use our digital forensics-ready workstation to perform necessary
forensics analysis in ongoing cases, and present the evidence in a court of law.

This paper discusses our research and development of a forensics plugin for the Instagram
mobile application.

3 Test Environment and Requirements

This framework was developed in Visual Studio with devexpress tools installed. Below is a complete list
of all the hardware and software tools used to perform the forensics analysis of both Android and IOS based
mobile applications:

� iPhone 7Plus (v. 12.0.1)

� Meizu Note 6

� Instagram (v. 69.0)

� Apple iTunes application (v. 12.1)

� Android Debug Bridge (ADB)

� Microsoft Visual Studio Professional 2012 (v. 11.0.50727.1 RTMREL)

� DEVEXPRESS

� SQLite Expert Professional (v. 3.5.21.2440)

� DATABASE Browser for SQL open-source (Version 3.10.1)

� Plist Editor Pro (v. 2.0)

� Win Hex/X-Ways Forensics software

� Apple’s iPhone 7Plus USB data cable

� Windows Photo Viewer

� VLC Media player (v. 2.1.3)

4 Forensics Analysis of Android-Based Instagram Application

4.1 Retrieval of the Instagram Directory Structure

We selected the Instagram application because our research group had already performed digital
forensics for almost all the popular social media networking applications including Facebook, WhatsApp,
Line, Weibo, and so many others. A picture of the front end for our framework can be seen in Fig. 1.

We chose a mobile application based on popularity in China because this framework is designed for the
use of Chinese law enforcement agencies and public security organizations to help solve cases more easily,
and hence provide a more safe and secure social life within Chinese cities. We performed forensics analysis
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of the Instagram application for both Android and Apple IOS versions. For this activity, we first installed the
Instagram application on an Android device as well as an Apple IOS device. In this specific experiment, we
used an Android-based Meizu Note 5 phone and an Apple IOS 7 plus mobile device with IOS version 12.1.1.

4.2 Android Devices Data Extraction

The second stage was to utilize the “pull” command of Android Debug Bridge (ADB), which helped us
extract the contents of “com.instagram.android.”We did this so that we could perform manual analysis of the
changes in the contents of the package upon performing different activities (creating user, sending a message,
and sharing pictures) via the mobile application. Fig. 2 shows the flow diagram of our experiment analysis
process that we followed.

5 Key Forensics Artifacts Identification of Android Instagram App

After acquiring the directories from an Android device, we performed a manual analysis of the
application and attempted to locate the files of interest. Tab. 1 elaborates the information cum evidence
that we wanted to locate from these devices; for this purpose, we performed an activities in the Instagram
app so that data is generated and stored into the Instagram directory structure. We created two user names
on Instagram to generate the forensics artifacts in the Instagram mobile application database. Tab. 1
elaborates on the activities performed in the mobile application to generate the data that would be
extracted as evidence later on by our forensics framework.

Examination of Instagram on Android (com.instagram.android): Instagram creates com.instagram.
android in data/app/ to store all the directories and files. Directories of com.instagram.android are shown
in Fig. 3.

The “databases” directory and “shared_prefs” directory hold important forensics artifacts for digital
forensics analysis of Instagram. “shared_prefs” directory contains XML files that hold ‘full name’, ‘user

Figure 1: Forensics framework front end
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name’, ‘id’, location, and other important information about the user of the application. The databases
directory contains the direct messages exchanged between the user and other Instagram users.

Produce/Create Data

Locate Data Generated 
by User Activity in

Application Directory of
the Phone

Write Code to
Capture, Save &

Reconstruct Forensics
Evidence 

Load App Directories
into Forensics Work
Station for Manual

Analysis

Select Mobile
Application for

Forensics Analysis

Install App

Select Data
Acquisition

Method

Figure 2: Flow diagram of the analysis process

Table 1: Activities performed

Mobile & Application Activity

1. Meizu Android Instagram.apk

2. IOS iPhone 7plus Instagram

1. New user registration

2. Following another Instagram user

3. Send text message

4. Send picture message

5. Send audio message

6. Send video clip
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In the following section, we will describe the anatomy of the “com.instagram.android_preferences.xml”
file. Snapshot of this file is presented in Fig. 4, and we have listed important forensics artifacts in Tab. 2.

This XML file contains two important tags that store information regarding the user of the application;
the information is stored in a key-value pairs format, which can be easily extracted using any programming
technique. In our experiment, as we mentioned above, we utilized Visual Studio with devexpress tool, to
program the extraction of these forensics artifacts. The rest of the XML files and directories contain user
bootstrap services information, cookies, etc. The next directory of our interest is the databases directory,
which contains direct messages (in the file named ‘direct.db’) exchanged between the registered user of
the mobile application, and other Instagram users. Fig. 5 shows the relations and tables in the direct.db
file of Instagram; In these tables, the messages table, contains the direct messages exchanged between
different users and has great significance as digital forensics information.

Figure 3: Directory structure of com.instagram.android package extracted from Android Phone

Figure 4: Contents of com.instagram.android.xml
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Here, we can observe that the message-id and user-id are the current user’s id to identify the user of the
current Instagram mobile application. As Instagram stores a copy of the contents on the server side, so every
message is assigned a server_item_id whereas contents that reside in mobile application directories are
assigned client_item_id, while recipient_id timestamp is for when the message was received.

Message_type distinguishes whether the message is a text message or an audio-video message. In case it
is a text message, the text is stored in the ‘text’ field of this table. However, if the message is a picture or video
message, then the link of the multimedia message is stored in the message field while the ‘text’ field is kept
empty and has no value stored in it; this has been shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6b by highlighting the message
field data in these pictures. The Message field is an important element of this table and stores the most
valuable forensics information for all kinds of messages, whether it is a text, video, or audio message.

Table 2: Important forensics artifacts available within User Access Map tag com.instagram.android.xml

Forensic Information Key Value

Unique ID by Instagram Id 7526247127

Total number of people
following this ID

follower_count 13

Count of IDs this user is
following

following_count Null

Full name of user full_name DarkTest

URL of user profile
picture

profile_pic_url https://scontent-sit4-1.cdnInstagram.com/vp/
b38273e465e0bb2777b6845dea25cbd2/5BB665AE/
t51.2885-19/s150x150/30078315_
2120078654888308_1563912706187067392_n.jpg

Unique ID by Instagram
for this profile picture

profile_pic_id 1759213689388687079_7526247127

User name registered on
Instagram

Username dark2539

Selfie picture URL selfie_url Null

Last online time time_accessed 1527749843766

Figure 5: Table relation in Direct.db
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This information is stored in JSON format. Contents of the message field for text message and visual
(image or video) messages are listed in Fig. 7.

Once we had identified the information available in the different files and directories, we extracted this
information in our digital forensics ready framework software. For this purpose, we created our local
databases to store the forensics artifacts in. In the results section, we have shown how we extracted valuable
information from different files to be stored permanently in our forensics workstation evidence database.

Figure 6: Messages table of Direct.db (b) Contents of message field messages table of Direct.db
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6 Forensics Analysis of IOS-Based Instagram Application

For the logical acquisition of the iPhone image from Apple devices, iTunes is the best authentic software
available. Many research articles suggest and recommend the use of iTunes for the logical acquisition of Apple
device contents; in their research, Bader et al. [15] described in detail how the logical acquisition of a device
image using iTunes, with auto synchronization disabled, ensures that the acquired logical image of the device is
forensically sound. Once the whole directory structure containing the data for forensics analysis was extracted
into our forensics workstation, we started analyzing the contents of the directories and files manually to find the
evidence we needed so we could code our framework. The purpose of this framework would be to extract
similar forensics artifacts automatically later by just the click of a button.

7 Key Forensics Artifacts Identification of Instagram in IOS-based Device

Logical acquisition of an IOS device using the backup facility, provides a wealth of information for
forensic analysis [16]. After being installed on the IOS device, the Instagram application creates the
following directory structure as shown in Fig. 8. In the AppDomain directory of the iPhone, a directory
with “com.burbn.Instagram” name is created to store the data of Instagram on the IOS device. We extracted

Figure 7: JSON Contents of the message field

Table 3: Important forensics artifacts available within in User Access Map tag

Forensic
Information

Key Value

User information User “username”:“dark2539”,
“full_name”:“DarkTest”,
“profile_pic_url”:“https://scontent-sit4-1.cdnInstagram.com/vp/
b38273e465e0bb2777b6845dea25cbd2/5BB665AE/t51.2885-19/
s150x150/30078315_2120078654888308_
1563912706187067392_n.jpg, “profile_pic_id”:
“1759213689388687079_7526247127”, “hd_profile_pic_url_info”:
{“url”:“https://scontent-sit4-1.cdnInstagram.com/vp/
8ff5fbeb9abde2f5d483404c30eaba04/5BBCE9D6/t51.2885-19/
30078315_2120078654888308_1563912706187067392_n.jpg”

Instagram ID Id 7526247127

Follower count follower_count 14

following_count 18

besties_count 0

Timestamp 1524463960077529

Timestamp 1524463960077529

Text this is darktest 2539 from m5
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the entire directory structure from the IOS device using the iTunes backup facility [17]. After manual analysis
of this directory structure, we noted that the database file containing direct messages exchanged between users
of Instagram, was stored in the “AppDomain\com.burbn.Instagram\Library\Application Support
\DirectSQLiteDatabase\7463799528.db” file. Another important fact we noted was that the direct messages
file was named differently from that of the Android database file name counterpart. This number
7463799528 is the unique identifier for each Instagram user. As seen in the “com.instagram.
android_preferences.xml” file of the Android Instagram version, this kind of unique identifier is being used
to identify users of Instagram as well. Similarly in the IOS, the database file name is also assigned a
congruent identifier to distinguish between the messages and databases of different users. We will now
explain how we extracted the messages exchanged between users from this “7463799528.db” file.

The second important file that contains significant digital artifacts related to the Instagram user in IOS
devices is the “com.burbn.Instagram.plist,” which is located in the “AppDomain\com.burbn.Instagram
\Library\Preferences” directory.

Fig. 9 reveals all the information stored within the “com.burbn.Instagram.plist” file. In this file we are
only interested in the key data which can serve as evidence and give away the personal details of the mobile
application’s user (name, user name, phone number, email address).

Figure 8: Directory structure of com.burbn.Instagram package extracted from Apple iPhone

Figure 9: Key forensics artifacts stored in com.burbn.Instagram.plist
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After we had identified the personal information associated with the user, we wanted to extract the
personal messages exchanged through this device using the Instagram application. This information is
available in the “7463799528.db” file. Analysis of this file showed that the archive column of the
messages table contains important information stored in the Binary Large Object (BLOB) format.

In Fig. 10 you can see the contents of the database file and the contents of its corresponding messages table
and “archive” column. It is important to note that pictures and video messages are not stored locally on the
device, instead, if the user shared any visual message, only its URL would be stored in this local database file.

Upon analyzing the archive column’s BLOB object, and contents of the binary data, it was found that
this BLOB contains data in the bplist format as shown in Fig. 11. The first 6 offsets of every BLOB object is
62 72 6c 69 73 74 which corresponds to a bplist format of data.

In the next step, we exported the binary data into the bplist file. After this, we opened the bplist file with
WinHex/X-Ways Forensics software, and were able to view the contents of a text message in hex file as
shown in Fig. 12.

Further analysis of this binary data revealed the contents of text messages, which were found at offsets
11B3 to 11F7. For visual messages, the URL of the contents are also stored in a BLOB. This bplist file
contains a directory named “root” which has four keys stored in its directory, namely: $archiver, $objects,
$top, and $version (as shown in Fig. 13).

Figure 10: Table relation in 7463799528.db

Figure 11: Pblist Hexadecimal Header in BLOB object
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$Objects has sub directories which store the text messages exchanged within them, or the URL of
picture messages exchanged between different users. Fig. 14 shows the hierarchy of directories in this
bplist, $Objects are stored as BLOB objects in the archive column, of the messages table, in the user
direct messages database file. In the next section, we will discuss the forensics results and data
reconstructed from these files.

8 Evidence Retrieval, Plugin Implementation, and Results

As elaborated in previous sections, we successfully identified and located the valuable information
which could serve as potential evidence. In this section, we will now present the extracted evidence from
the Instagram mobile application. Instagram forensics was implemented in our forensics-ready framework
as a dynamic link library. A unique identifier was created, and in this folder, forensics data of each
application was saved into a separate folder (named according to the corresponding mobile application).
In case of Instagram, the IMINSTAGRAM directory stored a copy of original files extracted from the

Figure 12: The text message is visible along with related metadata in the BLOB object of the archive
column (in the messages table)

Figure 13: Bplist list view
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Instagram app. Briefly explaining how the forensics software operated; it first extracted, and made a copy of
the files containing digital forensics artifacts (“com.instagram.android,” “direct.db” and “burbn.Instagram.
plist,” “7463799528.db”) for both the IOS and Android devices respectively, into the IMInstagram
directory, as shown in Fig. 15. Then, the software created a results folder, in which it stored a database
file, containing the reports of all relevant information and direct messages exchanged between the current
user and other Instagram users. Figs. 16 and 17 exhibit the extraction of the currently logged in user’s
information, and messages exchanged between this user and different users within this application.

Figure 15: Forensics workstation evidence files local copy

Figure 14: List view &XML view of the bplist extracted from the BLOB object of the archive column in the
messages table
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9 Instagram Anti-Forensics on Android

In IOS-based devices, it is not possible to perform any anti-forensics techniques. However, for Android-
based devices, if suspected culprits are aware of currently employed digital forensics techniques that could
get them convicted, the culprits can potentially get away with their criminal activities by simply corrupting

Figure 17: User information retrieved from Meizu Android-based application

Figure 16: Direct messages reconstructed from Android application
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the evidence in the application directory. This can be done easily by simply extracting the database file
located in the “\com.instagram.android \databases\direct.db” path of Instagram, and alter its contents, then
subsequently save them back into the directory.

To confirm the presented hypothesis, we simulated this scenario, and attempted to change the contents of
the text messages placed in “direct.db,” and save this direct.db file onto the following path “\com.instagram.
android\databases\direct.db.”

Here are the details of this experiment.

We sent a message from the Android-based Meizu phone hosting “Dark2539” user to
“Mubarik_Muhammad” Instagram user on the iPhone7 device.

Message: “I am DarkTest from mezu”

This message is located in “\com.instagram.android\databases\direct.db” file.

We extracted the “direct.db” file, opened it in the database software, and changed the contents of the
message to

“I am wangle from Meizu”

In the next step, we restored this altered ‘direct.db’ file into the phone.

The file was successfully restored on the Android phone.

Next, we connected the device to the internet, went online, and opened the Instagram Application, to
check if our altered text is visible in the application as well.

As expected Instagram displayed the original text, “I am DarkTest from Meizu.”

This shows that Instagram maintains a copy of chat on their own servers, and updates the data when
users appear online.

We concluded that a criminal may be smart enough to leave his/her phone offline. However another
reason that invalidates this anti-forensics technique, the “direct.db” file also displays the date it was
modified alongside it, so if the data is changed, it will be quite evident to a forensics analyst.

10 Privacy Issues of Instagram

During the forensics investigation of both the Android and IOS versions of the Instagram Application, we
have found a serious privacy issue regarding user’s multimedia content stored on the server-side. As in the
previous sections, we have explained that pictures and videos shared by Instagram users are not stored in
the local directory structure of the application, instead, the messages table of the database file stores only
the URL link of the multimedia messages. A person with very little knowledge of digital forensics can
extract this URL of multimedia messages and have access to a user’s images and videos directly, using any
web browser, and without having to verify or input any critical credentials (username or passwords). To test
this, we experimented. The user Dark2539 shared a few pictures with the Mubarik_Muhammad account
and we extracted the URL of these pictures from the messages table of the database file. All the URLs were
available, so we accessed the URL in the Chrome web browser and successfully retrieved all the pictures.

This depicts that the invalidity of user privacy on Instagram; anyone can have access to your personal
multimedia information if they has access to these URLs. When Dark2539 shared a picture of the Shanghai
River with the Mubarik_Muhammad account, we extracted the URL from the messages table of the database
and accessed the image in the Chrome browser. We successfully retrieved the image without inputting any
user verification information. However (over time), as we were developing this plugin and writing this
article, Instagram updated their application and the URLs extracted from the messages database table do
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not work anymore. We noticed a visible change in both URLs saved in an older version and a newer version
of Instagram.

URL of Pictures shared in the old version.

https://scontent-sit4-1.cdnInstagram.com/vp/8e2ae39215d58a78971a0fa373565e5d/5BB77629/
t51.2885-19/s150x150/35509004_417214398762526_2675262676875083776_n.jpg

URL of Pictures shared in New Version.

https://scontent-lhr3-1.cdnInstagram.com/vp/32769d90c55fe39e08da1cd97c5deb98/5BDF0329/
t51.2885-19/s150x150/35509004_417214398762526_2675262676875083776_n.jpg?
efg=eyJ1cmxnZW4iOiJ1cmxnZW5fZnJvbV9pZyJ9

Old URLs were un-signed but now Instagram is using signed URLs for their pictures in the new version.
URL signing is a way to control time-limited access to HTTP resources which are the pictures in our
experiment. In the new URLs, Instagram has added a URL parameter ‘efg’ which has an encrypted value;
this acts as a URL signature. When we open the image URL, the Instagram server decrypts the
signatures, and decides whether it is expired or not, based on the timestamp used while creating the
URLs originally. Once the URL has expired, the Instagram app receives a new URL with updated
signatures while the app is authenticated (logged in). If we try to run an expired URL in the Chrome
browser (outside Instagram app scope), the Instagram server will not send us a new URL because we’re
not logged in. This resolves the privacy issues we found in the old version of Instagram.

11 Conclusion

This was a great learning experience on how Instagram organizes their application on both Android and
IOS based devices. As technology keeps enhancing, Instagram also has updated its application over time. We
intend to add versioning in our Instagram forensics plugin, so it keeps track of changes and keeps extracting
data from all the versions of the Instagram application. In conclusion, I would like to extend my gratitude to
“Chen Star Electronic Data Forensic Research Center” Ministry of Public Security Beijing China for their
help and guidance in conducting this research.
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